RECORDS ARE WRITTEN IN BONE

by Marcel Vogel

I spoke to you in the last issue about stones and crystals being information transfer devices. I have found that the boney structure of our body is an information storage system as well. The bone is piezoelectric and when stressed, an electrical voltage is created.

One morning in the late 1970's, I awoke from sleep and heard the words: "Records are written in bone." (This experience was exactly like the one I had when I awoke to the words, "Records are written in stone", which I wrote about in our last issue). I concentrated on these words and began studying them.

The first clue I had that bones are a true information storage and transfer system came to me while I was in England. I was shown an x-ray of a woman's foot which had been fractured during a ski injury. I held a crystal (a 4-sided, double-terminated healing crystal) in my right hand, and pointing it at the x-ray, I slowly passed it down the picture of the bone. When I came to the fracture line, I felt a pulse of energy moving into my hand from the crystal which picked up some form of charge from the x-ray at the fracture line.

I did this again and again with my eyes open and then closed. Each time I did it, I could detect a distinct pulse of energy coming from the fractured area. I had a medical doctor with me, a Dr. Leonard Laskow. I handed him the crystal and he, in turn, was also able to detect the difference in energetics between the normal boney structure and the fractured area.

I was then given an x-ray of the same area of the leg that had now healed. When I passed my hand over the area I felt the same vibration that was present in the fractured area and on marking the plate, the two areas coincided exactly. I had the individual stand beside me while I passed the crystal back and forth along the x-ray of the limb. When my crystal passed over the fractured area in the x-ray of the healed limb, that individual felt a tingling in her limb in the exact spot where the limb had been fractured.

A question came to me: "Could I now erase this vibration (continued on page 2)
from the film." I applied the crystal to the fractured area, rotated the crystal in a clockwise direction, drew my breath in, pulled the crystal away and pulsed my breath in the same manner that one does in healing. Immediately this person felt a marked change in the limb of her body!

On re-checking the x-ray, there was now no evidence of a field which could be detected with the original plate showing the fracture line. I then applied the same technique to the fractured area and the effect was even more dramatic on the one who had the fractured limb. That plate was now freed from all vibration, from all memory of the original trauma.

I then had a meeting with doctors and had them bring their x-ray films of fractures in limbs and bone growths. We were all able to detect the abnormalities in the x-rays of these various patients. I then tried the use of a bulk eraser used for erasing magnetic tape (cassettes and the like), and the vibrations were stripped from the film by the action of this device.

At least one type of record that I know of is written in bone namely, bone fractures and injuries. They can be readily detected, photographed and identified by means of sensing with a crystal held in the hands of an operator. The field is very analogous to that of a magnetic domain that is created on magnetic material by a magnetic recording head. When a magnetic recording is made on tape, there is no change in physical state, but an orientation of the fields that are emitted from the magnetic bits of crystal present in the tape takes place, and a field then emits in space from the surface of the recording tape. This is given the name of a magnetic domain. When a recording head passes over this surface, a magnetic inductive effect takes place, a current is created, and a signal is translated into a series of electrical pulses.

When a bone is fractured, severely depressed, a series of signals is created and radiates in space in much the same way as a magnetic domain. These signals, however, will interfere with the normal electrical activity of the organization of that body in that area if it is not erased and cleared. This was dramatically shown in the subject who presented those two x-rays to me. Her foot was turning inward after
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healing from the fracture and after about two years, was becoming club-footed. From the knowledge of the x-rays, I was able to detect exactly the same area in her body and, with the crystal, applied the same technique by pulsing my breath and moving the crystal in a rotary motion. The foot straightened and she was free from all secondary effects from the damage to her body resulting from the fracture to her limb.

When we suffer a fall, a blow to the head, and various impact injuries, these actions weaken our body and after the normal tissue healing, we never feel quite the same. It is my belief that the bone stores these vibrations and a simple act of demagnetizing the body with a bulk eraser or with the use of a crystal in the manner that I have explained, will clear it of these forces.

I leave to you now, my readers, to explore further how you can free your body of various forms of imprisonment from vibrations to which it has become attached and no longer has access to know how to release.

"Transformation is not a process—it is a willingness." From I COME AS A BROTHER, Bartholomew.

"In surrender, the emotional body is the one that is used to make the thrust toward Freedom. In detachment, it is the mental body that is used." From I COME AS A BROTHER, Bartholomew.

---

**EXPERIMENT #72**

**DETECTING STORED INFORMATION IN BONES**

**Materials Required:**

- 4 pieces of chicken leg bone
- 1 crystal
- 1 hand saw
- 1 vice
- 1 hammer
- 1 pendulum

Take a piece of bone that has been cleaned of tissue and cut it part way through with a saw. Use a pendulum and measure the field that surrounds the sawed area. Next, measure the same with a crystal held in your hand to feel the vibration. Erase the area using the crystal in a circular motion drawing your breath in and pulsing. Now test again.

Next take another bone and make a saw cut with the thought of anger and desire to damage the bone. Now check with the pendulum and the crystal for the difference in vibration against another cut that was made with a neutral thought. Observe the difference in the energetics between the two. This is information over and above the act of sawing the bone.

Now take another bone, hold it in a vice and fracture it with a hammer. Measure the fracture point with the pendulum and the crystal. Now erase the information.
HEALING GEOPATHIC ZONES

by ChowChow Imamoto

A geopathic zone can be described basically as any area which shows a disturbance in its electromagnetic field. These disturbances can be the result of natural earth patterns, such as an accumulation of positive ions, large mineral ore deposits or an underground crossing of streams. They can also be the result of human-made structures such as high voltage power lines.

Foul energies (those not friendly to humans, plants, animals, homes and work areas) include pollution, waterlines, entities, gases, electromagnetic and low frequency waves. These can be cleared by visually sending the energy into the light with dowsed color and geometric design. This is also called remote viewing.

I have discovered that energy lines running through highways can be cleared, thereby making the roads safer, especially in accident prone areas. Water and energy lines can be diverted with rebars, French coils and crystals. I am also able to clear areas using mantras, bells, salt and soda.

My work in healing geopathic zones in homes and work areas grew out of a plea for assistance. I received a call early one morning from a woman who had recently moved into a very nice apartment.

"Help, I'm dying. You are the only one who can help, please," the woman pleaded. I knew she was normally strong and in good health, so I suggested she go to the hospital. But when she insisted I was the only one who could help her, I went to her home.

Once there I dowsed out an energy line, which ran from one end of the apartment house, disappeared out the bathroom, and coiled up in her bed! I cleared this energy line by dowsing it out with intention. I also drew a rough map of the house plan on a piece of paper, including the dowsed energy line, and drew three parallel blue felt pen lines outside the apartment building where the energy came in which cleared the energy line (see diagram). While the blue felt pen lines worked this time and are still in effect (as long
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as the map is retained), the color blue and the three lines do not always work.

Since my first experience with the woman who called me for help, I have observed that people who have catastrophic illness more frequently than not, have been sleeping over some type of geopathic zone which is affecting their health. Relief can be instant sometimes by simply changing the location of the bed. The same premise holds true in the workplace, try moving the desk or chair and see how a new location feels.

From an esoteric or metaphysical stance, color, geometry, intention and higher energy levels create an alchemical healing which disperses the foul energy and allows the entry of light and the creation of a loving atmosphere.

CAVEAT EMPTOR
by Jennet Grover

If you like to eat tuna and are also concerned about dolphins being caught in tuna fishing nets, read on. There is a brand of tuna called Deep Sea Tuna, which is made up of tuna that swim in waters deeper than the air-breathing dolphins can inhabit. This brand is frequently found in health food stores. In addition, white albacore and bonito fish are caught by hook and line as opposed to nets, the concern being that dolphins frequently get caught and scooped up in these nets and die as a result of entanglement or from wounds delivered by fishermen.

EGYPT
by Marcel Vogel

In going over the notes I had written on my experiences in Egypt, I would like to now share with you, my readers, an experience I had in the Athen's Museum on October 1, 1988.

I got up at 7am and, in a leisurely manner, walked the streets of Athens, saw the wonderful shops and wished Mary, my wife, were with me. I found the museum and entered into the wonderful history of the past and the glory of Athens. I spoke to you last issue regarding records that are written in stone. I will now share with you an experience that came to me in this museum.

I walked alone without a guide, meditating from one spot to another. It seemed that things were beginning to fit together for me: the Greeks had developed both the rational and intuitive minds. The intuitive took place in the oracles, the rational with Aristotle. Homer, the poet, was a transition between the intuitive and the rational. I now encountered statues that were exact copies of space people with flattened bodies, heads with elongated necks, the primary shape of a violin. They were exactly the same objects I saw in the stepped pyramids of Maidum in Egypt.

When I put my hand near the statues and tuned into them, the words which came through were, "We are glad you are here. We greet you with our hearts." I felt love in my heart for them.

(continued on page 10)
SCIENCE FOR THE NEW AGE: A SCIENCE OF LIGHT
by Norman Katz

While there is considerable interest in the "new physics" as a New Age Science, there is not yet any widespread practical application of New Age Science in the mainstream market place. Currently, conventional sources of power are at the heart of technology. Science and technology today are mechanical in nature and most of our everyday necessities are provided through the use of this mechanical technology via the power of electricity and fossil fuel.

I perceive a New Age Science to be a Science of Light, a psychic science, that which is perceived through intuition. These psychic, or subtle energies are referred to as Inner Light because when opening up to the inner side of reality, these energies are psychically or clairvoyantly, seen as light.

As one's consciousness advances beyond the limitations of matter identification and body consciousness, one becomes aware of other areas of oneself heretofore untapped. The psychic or intuitive form of science depends more on direct intuitive perceptions of reality. Inner Light is different from outer light as sunlight is different from electrical bulb light.

Tibetan literature is replete with instances, for example, of Tibetan Lamas using their inner energy to create psychic heat, called Tsumo by Tibetans. Their ability to create psychic heat has been proved by their ability to dry wet sheets draped over their bodies.

I often speculate what New Age science and technology would be like. How would it differ from current day methods? Would it be more alive and what kind of new energy could it tap into and utilize?

There are a few pioneering scientists who have conducted research in the Science of Light. (This type of work is documented in many books and articles which include PSYCHIC EXPLORATIONS: A CHALLENGE TO SCIENCE, by Astronaut Edgar Mitchell; FUTURE SCIENCE, edited by Stanley Krippner and John White; and THE SECRET LIFE OF PLANTS, by Christopher Bird and Peter Thompkins).

Some interesting work was done in the 1930's by a California chiropractor, Dr. Ruth Drown. She created a radionics box which enabled her to use inner energies for various practical purposes, including dispensing medicines to her patients at a distance. This application followed the basic inner energy principle because it was not the physical medicine itself that was dispensed, but the inner energy of the medicine.

George de la Warr, a British mechanical engineer further developed the work of Dr. Drown by also using the psychic technology of radionics. He was able to fertilize agricultural fields and eliminate plant pests by using a photograph of the field and dispensing the fertilizers and pesticides at a distance through the use of inner energy. Much of his
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work is documented in the book THE SECRET LIFE OF PLANTS.
Another pioneer in the field of intuitive sciences was Wilhelm Reich, a German-trained psychiatrist who immigrated to the U.S. in the early 1900's. He developed an accumulator for inner energy called an Orgone Box. He called inner energy Orgone Energy. Reich applied the box and its energy in many different ways which included curing cancer, controlling weather and creating rain. He even claims to have used it to power an electric motor, which is summarized in his paper, "A Motor Force in Orgone Energy."

A well-known modern day worker in the field of psychic sciences is Marcel Vogel, a materials scientist holding many patents in the computer field. Vogel uses the quartz crystal as his medium for working with inner energies. By terminating the crystals at definite angles he is able to tune them to specific inner energy frequencies. He then charges the crystals with his own inner energy of Light, by holding the crystal up to his third eye and pulsing his breath in and out, thus channeling energy through his third eye into the crystal. The crystal holds this charge of energy in the same manner that an electrical battery or capacitor holds an electrical charge.

Vogel uses the Vogel cut quartz crystal in numerous applications; to heal, to create structured water, and to generate electrical energy.

If the claims of Reich and Vogel are true, and the generation of electrical energy using these methods is reliable, then this can be a revolutionary method of generating clean, limitless electrical energy without the use of nuclear power.

In addition to the applications mentioned, the entire field of intuitive sciences lends itself to enormous future developments such as: dramatic changeover from electrical power to the use of subtle energies which might be used to create light bulb light, power electrical motors; a new means of transportation using subtle energies that would "dissolve" matter in one place, teleport it to another and make it reappear; management of radioactive waste accumulation using energies similar to those used by Reich in his Oranur experiment; rejuvenation of the human body and control of aging using a method of reorganizing the energy fields that surround the body.

A Science of Light would naturally be radically different from modern science and technology and one thing is certain: when it becomes the predominant scientific and practical body of knowledge, our civilization and relationship to the universe will be vastly changed.

(Norman Katz holds a Masters Degree in math from Brandeis University. While studying oriental spirituality for 8 years with Nichio Kushi, he was introduced to subtle energies through direct clairvoyant experiences and awareness. He also spent 3 months with Marcel Vogel).
BOOK REVIEWS

HE WALKED THE AMERICAS, L. Taylor Hansen, Amherst Press, Amherst, Wisconsin, 1963

This is a remarkable book, profusely illustrated with drawings and pictographs. It is a tremendous challenge to the minds of each one of us. There are American Indian legends, nearly 2,000 years old, that speak of a mysterious white man who walked the earth going from tribe to tribe. He travelled to Peru, through South and Central America, walked among the Mayans into Mexico, and visited all of North America before returning to ancient Tula across the Atlantic. The book asks, "Who was this white prophet who spoke a thousand languages, healed the sick, raised the dead and spoke the same words as Jesus?"

This book was a gift from Frank L. Caldwell.

WORLD OF STRANGE PHENOMENA, by Charles Berlitz, Wynwood Press, N.Y., N.Y. 1988

This book deals with a series of short articles on various phenomena the author has collected from throughout the world. It is anecdotal and gives interesting information, but does not provide references from which the data originated. There is no index, and one deals with a word description in the beginning of the various sections. The best that can be said of this book is that it does trigger one's imagination and stimulates a desire to learn more.

Elling Olson has been a volunteer at our laboratory for over a year now. He helped us in the construction phase of our laboratory addition (Unit B in picture) and is conducting his own research project involving the effects of structured water on the growth of plant seedlings.

ARTHritis REMISSION PROJECT

This is a joint research project involving P.R.I. and Dr. Myron Allen of Technical Service Research, Inc. with logistic support by IBM.

It would appear that the standard view of the medical profession is that there is no known cause and no known cure for arthritis. However, frequent remission does occur, for which most doctors can offer little or no explanation.

The purpose of this research is to determine the true causes of arthritis and how remission can be achieved. It is quite true that there is no physical cause nor physical cure for
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arthritis. It is our contention that the physical symptoms are not the arthritis, for the real disease is centered in and healed in the mind. When remission takes place, the pain diminishes and mobility is improved. Sometimes the symptoms disappear permanently, due to a change in attitude.

It is estimated that seven out of ten people in the U.S. have some form of arthritis. In San Jose, California, 104,000 cases of arthritis were reported out of a population of over 700,000.

We are seeking responses from 2,000 people across the nation: 1,000 suffering the pain and inhibited mobility from arthritis and another 1,000 who have achieved a satisfying degree of remission.

Many research studies have indicated that it is negative feelings which bring on the physical ailments associated with arthritis and that positive feelings are responsible for remission.

We have devised a questionnaire composed of two parts dealing with feelings. Each feeling being ranked from 1 to 5. We hope, at the very least, answering the questionnaire will provide some insight for regarding how feelings may contribute to this disease.

If you wish to participate, send a self-addressed stamped envelope along with a request to participate to: Dr. Myron S. Allen, TSR, Inc., 3637 Snell Ave., San Jose, Ca. 95136. Please do NOT send these responses to P.R.I.
Egypt (continued from page 5)

It was like coming home. I went to another set of statues of a Greek philosopher seated with his wife. He was standing beside a soldier and shaking hands with him. The soldier's left hand was on the scabbard of his sword. This was a powerful meditation! It all now came together. The Egyptians developed contact with their space brethren and called them Gods. They then developed temples as laboratories of information transfer between humans and space beings.

This knowledge is still available but can only be tapped into and unlocked by those who have the keys. One of the keys is SOUND, another is GEOMETRIC FORMS and PATTERNS and a third is COLOR. Color, sound, geometry—these combined at the proper time of the year will unlock these vibrations and they will manifest as information codes in the mind of man or woman if he or she is ready to receive information. The key to reception is ODOR. When a specific odor is experienced (as I experienced in Abydos), a contact is made. When this happened to me, I knew they were ready to transfer more information to me. Every cell in my body had to be purified to its limit to unlock this information. It became clear to me that there is a wonderful bridge between Egypt and Greece and that we are all gods. Heaven is within us. Hell is when we are trapped or locked into matter, which enslaves the spirit.

What is missing in both Greek and Egyptian mythology is LOVE, that force that coheres matter and ignites it and starts the wheel turning. Each of these wonderful civilizations became trapped in its own modality of thinking and operating and could not, therefore, move upward. For the Egyptians, the Pharaoh represented the Deity. But somehow he became the Deity. And by his own thought and action, everyone else bowed down to him. Christ taught us the missing link of how to love, to accept the least of our brethren, to see the good in everyone and to not find fault with one another. When we do this we develop the structure into a tetrahedron of soul, body, mind, with love in the center (see diagram).

This tetrahedron reacts in many dimensions in space. (It is the dimension of water). We are, in fact, 70 per cent water. When we form this structure, we then encompass our body, become one with the universe, one with God. To know God is to know oneself. To love God is to love oneself and to serve God is to serve oneself. The key to this understanding is surrender to the will of God, and to be willing to suffer without fighting back as Christ did.
MARCEL VOGEL'S 1989 SEMINAR SCHEDULE

JULY 1       SANTA CRUZ, CA       Western Dowser's Conference. Call Mary Satterlee, 408-238-1188

JULY 19-23   SACRAMENTO          U.S. Psychotronics Conference. Call Nell Thomson, 916-673-9398 or 916-671-6580.

JULY 28      LOS ALTOS, CA       Earth Visions - Evening Talk 415-941-6300

SEPT. 16     SACRAMENTO          Whole Life Expo - 3pm. More information to follow.

JUDY MINGO WORKSHOPS - Therapeutic Use of the Healing Crystal
Judy is a staff member at PRI and has worked with Marcel for 4 years. She can be reached at 408-279-2291 or 408-458-0540.

JUNE 23      LOS ALTOS, CA       Evening talk at Earth Visions Gallery, 415-941-6300.

JUNE 27      MINNEAPOLIS, MN.   Sunsight Bookstore, 612-823-1166.

JULY 21      SAN JOSE, CA        Rainbow Bridge, 408-972-8290

AUG 2 & 9    LOS ALTOS, CA       Evening Talk at Earth Visions Gallery, Vogel Healing Technique 415-941-6300

AUG 12-13    ASHLAND, OR        Weekend seminar. Call Richard Duree 503-482-0228.

LINDA LAING WORKSHOPS - Crystal Therapeutics: Healing With Crystals

MONTHLY     INDIANAPOLIS, IND.  Call Linda at 317-846-4632

MONTHLY     CINCINNATI, OHIO    Call Linda at 317-846-4632

MELISSA REYNOLDS WORKSHOPS - Crystal Therapeutics

MONTHLY     OLYMPIA, WA          Call Melissa at 206-264-5449
VOLUNTEERS: The lab has need of services in the following areas: transcribing, typing, artwork, computer entry, editing, office clerical, grant writing and research. If you wish to help, please contact us at 408-279-2291.

WE WOULD LIKE TO EXPRESS OUR THANKS TO THE FOLLOWING PEOPLE WHO HAVE DONATED THEIR TIME AND LOVE TO P.R.I. TO HELP US IN OUR RESEARCH: Joelle Iam, ChowChow Imamoto, Mary Lamson, Elling Olsen, Robert Pangburn and Twylah Turek.

CRYSTAL THERAPY INSTRUCTORS: The following people can provide interesting and informative lectures on crystal healing. They have been trained by Dr. Vogel and speak knowledgeably in relation to their particular specialties. All of these instructors will travel. ROZANNE BAZINET Ph.D. MFCC, Sacramento, Ca. 916-483-5919/RON CARSON (RUMI DA), Orlando, Fla. 407-699-1672/MARY GOODNER, Dallas, TX. 214-991-4168/CHOWCHOW IMAMOTO (Earth Healing), San Mateo, Calif. 415-341-1955/WARREN KLAUSNER, Claremont, Calif. 714-621-7105/LINDA LAING, Indianapolis, Ind. 317-846-4632/JUDY MINGO and JENNET GROVER of the P.R.I. staff/DALE OLSON, Eugene, Or. 503-683-8418/MELISSA REYNOLDS, Tenino, Wa. 206-264-5449/CAROL THOMAS-KLAUSNER, San Diego, Ca. 619-571-6072

THANK YOU FOR YOUR GENEROUS SUPPORT AND DONATIONS. The P.R.I. research laboratory has been supported primarily by Marcel's lectures and by the sales of crystals, the new medallion, newsletter and audio and video tapes. The more private funding, the more time Marcel will have to supervise and perform research in the laboratory. Remember, P.R.I. is a non-profit corporation which provides research and education to aid humankind. Won't you help us to help you?!